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== STORY ==

Geeks & Greeks is Good Will Hunting meets Animal House in graphic novel format. In this high-tech battle
royale two of MIT's smartest students square off in an escalating war of pranks and egos. Jim Walden is an
underachieving freshman with a knack for mischief and a secret that could end his career before it begins.
Luke Bardolf is a gruff alpha-nerd senior on a mission to pull the ultimate prank and maintain dominance
over his fraternity. When their rivalry comes to a head, it will take all of Jim's creativity and resourcefulness
to save his scholarship, his friendships, his girlfriend, and his dream of becoming an astronaut.

== INSPIRED BY ACTUAL EVENTS ==

Geeks & Greeks was written by humorist Steve Altes and is based on MIT's world-famous hacking culture
and real-life hazing incidents Altes witnessed as an MIT student. At MIT a hack is a clever, humorous,
technically sophisticated prank, such as building a life-size campus police car replica atop the Institute's 150-
foot-high "Great Dome" under the cover of night.

This extensively researched 184-page coming-of-age story includes over 100 endnotes providing colorful
background details on true aspects of the story as well as revealing numerous Easter eggs which will delight
readers of all stripes. These endnotes divulge the many scientific, literary, and pop cultural allusions the
creators have embedded in the graphic novel.

== SMART HUMOR ==

How many graphic novels can make jokes out of Schubert's last symphony, Archimedes' Principle,
supernovas, cryogenics, kinematic viscosity, Shakespearean characters, and Einstein's theory of relativity
and still keep things fully accessible to the general public? According to Steve Altes, "You don't need to be a
genius to understand Geeks & Greeks, but you'll feel like a genius after you read it."

== THEMES ==

Geeks & Greeks explores many themes that are relevant to techies, college students, and fans of young adult
literature: geek as hero, hazing, college pranks as a form of civil disobedience or performance art,
Emersonian notions of self-reliance and non-conformism ("imitation is suicide"), role of mischief-making in
male bonding, and credentialism (raw talent vs. institutional pedigree).

== REVIEWS ==

Reviewers are hailing Geeks & Greeks. Jon B. Cooke, editor of Comic Book Artist magazine says, "Geeks &
Greeks is a gonzo-brilliant visual feast that reads like a blizzard of engrossing frenetic activity, offering an
ethnographic deep-dive into MIT hacking and hazing subcultures. Geeks & Greeks combines the high-brow
intelligence of Good Will Hunting with the rowdy frat antics of Animal House and the heart of Dead Poets
Society. There is barely a moment to breathe as this roller coaster careens through the worlds of high-tech
hazing, devilishly original pranks, and swaggering intellectual one-upmanship. Fish's masterful illustrations
leap off the page with their inspired perspectives and vibrant colors."



MIT insiders praise the story's realism and authenticity. Karl Iagnemma, MIT research scientist and author of
On the Nature of Human Romantic Interaction, says, "As someone who's been walking MIT's hallways for
the past 20 years, I can attest that Steve Altes has tuned into the Institute's quirky frequency, the raucous and
rigorous spirit of the place. Read Geeks & Greeks for its hot fusion of wit, narrative, and imagery."
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From reader reviews:

Christopher Barnes:

Book is to be different per grade. Book for children until finally adult are different content. As it is known to
us that book is very important for us. The book Geeks & Greeks was making you to know about other
understanding and of course you can take more information. It is rather advantages for you. The reserve
Geeks & Greeks is not only giving you more new information but also to get your friend when you sense
bored. You can spend your own spend time to read your book. Try to make relationship using the book
Geeks & Greeks. You never sense lose out for everything should you read some books.

Roger Cooper:

Here thing why this Geeks & Greeks are different and trusted to be yours. First of all examining a book is
good nevertheless it depends in the content from it which is the content is as yummy as food or not. Geeks &
Greeks giving you information deeper and different ways, you can find any guide out there but there is no
guide that similar with Geeks & Greeks. It gives you thrill looking at journey, its open up your own eyes
about the thing that happened in the world which is perhaps can be happened around you. You can bring
everywhere like in park, café, or even in your way home by train. Should you be having difficulties in
bringing the printed book maybe the form of Geeks & Greeks in e-book can be your substitute.

James Rodriguez:

The book untitled Geeks & Greeks contain a lot of information on it. The writer explains your girlfriend idea
with easy way. The language is very clear and understandable all the people, so do not really worry, you can
easy to read this. The book was written by famous author. The author will take you in the new period of time
of literary works. You can actually read this book because you can read on your smart phone, or program, so
you can read the book inside anywhere and anytime. In a situation you wish to purchase the e-book, you can
open up their official web-site in addition to order it. Have a nice study.

Pablo Cook:

Beside this kind of Geeks & Greeks in your phone, it can give you a way to get nearer to the new knowledge
or information. The information and the knowledge you might got here is fresh through the oven so don't
possibly be worry if you feel like an aged people live in narrow town. It is good thing to have Geeks &
Greeks because this book offers to your account readable information. Do you oftentimes have book but you
seldom get what it's facts concerning. Oh come on, that would not happen if you have this within your hand.
The Enjoyable agreement here cannot be questionable, such as treasuring beautiful island. So do you still
want to miss the idea? Find this book and read it from now!
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